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is possible to calculate its temperature at any point after adia-
batic expansion or compression from a knowledge either of its
new volume or of its new pressure.
Both the laws discussed In paragraphs 27 and 28 are special
cases of the general formula 1>V" = constant, n being equal
to unity in the isothermal ease and equal to y in the adiabatic
case. .In the internal combustion, engine the gas does not
expand o/comprcBB according to either of these laws precisely,
but the expansions and (KunprcBBions do in every case follow
very nearly some law of the type PVW = constant, where n
has a value lying between unity and y.
Example.—Ii the ga« during a compression stroke increased
in pressure from atmospheric pressure to 65 lb. per sq. inch
above the atmosphere, and if the temperature before compres-
sion were 120° C., the temperature at the end of compression
could be calculated from the equation in par. 30.
Tn
4™ constant
and if n be 1-3
Then.    Tl"s      =rO!2_±2!?£!
(14-7 4-«5)°'*	(14-7J0*3      *
/7<).7\°*:*	/7Q-7\ °"23
or T=(I20+273) (       ' } ^ = 393 ( lH }
V14-7/	\14-7/
or T = 580° C. (absolute) ~ 307° 0.
This explains how it is that a gas gets hot when compressed
so suddenly that there is little time for heat to escape through
the walls of the cylinder.
31. The Thermodynamic Laws.—The following are the two
fundamental laws of thermodynamics.
(1)	In all traiwfonnationfl, the energy clue to the heat units
supplied must be balanced by the external work done plus the
gain in internal energy clue to the rise in temperature.
(2)	It is impossible for an automatic machine, unaided by any
external power, to convey heat from a colder to a hotter body.
The first of these laws was discovered experimentally by
Joule. It has been Btatecl in paragraph 29, and was there
interpreted in symbols, viz, :
J, AH=JC; AT+P AV      •''

